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THE MARK OF WHEATNET-IP

WHEATSTONE and WheatNet-IP

WheatNet-IP is the new name for Wheatstone's Audio-
over-IP networking, routing, and mixing system. First

introduced at NAB 2008, it now accounts for the vast
majority of networking systems that Wheatstone quotes
and installs.

First, a quick overview, and then why WheatNet-IP ),.-
been so successful, not only in converting Wheatstc
loyal clients to AolP, but also in convincing clients of the su-

periority `ethnology over other choices

WheatNet-IP BLADES

We call our I/O Hzing hardware and software
"BLADEs"... way beyond the cutting edge, they're sharp

and to the point (and yes, pun intended). Each BLADE is

designed for a specific function-we don't cram unrelated
tasks into one box making a central point of failure; we all

know about "putting all your eggs in one basket."
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AUDIO-OVER-IP ROUTING.
SOME TECHNICAL STUFF.

There's also WheatNet-PC, a software BLADE tnat
you install on automation system computers,

news workstations, or even the PD and GM's desk
computers-to control, play and record audio on aid
off the network. It eliminates the expensive sound card,

and replaces tons of audio and control wiring with a
single CAT5E/6 cable.

EASE OF INSTALLATION

The relatively small channel count of each I/O BLADE
allows you to conveniently locate it close to ycur
equipment. In TOC/Master Control, there's no need
for a back wall full of punch blocks, a BLADE ior
occasionally two) in each rack keeps audio and
control wiring entirely within the rack, allowing for a
fast and clean build -out. In the studio, usually just one
line -level BLADE is required; they're silent, so you car
locate them with live mics.

ip88m

,
MIC IN

BLADEs are access points in and out of the network.
They interface seamlessly with Wheatstone's Evolution

Series Console Control Surfaces, the Glass -E Virtual
Console Control Surface, most of the popular automation

systems, and streaming audio.

Three BLADES are line level I/O interfaces, one all
analog, one all digital, and one half of each. Our
newest BLADE provides mic level inputs. A fifth hardware

BLADE mixes the audio for a Wheatstone console control

surface. Each of the BLADEs and each Wheatstone
console control surface connects to the network with a
single CAT5E/6 cable.

BLADES are loaded with lots more sharp features'
Each includes two 8x2 virtual utility mixers that can
be used for a wide range of applications, a front panel
headphone jack with source select and level control to
monitor any system source, SNMP messaging for alerts,

and silence detection on each output that can trigger
alarms or make a routing change.

FAST AND SIMPLE SETUP

Wheatstune s goal was a system that
easy to implement without the need fm

cated network engineering, and where you don't ne.

be concerned about setting priorities to assure that thcs.

signals that are most critical are available.

WheatNet-IP setup is easy, intuitive, and takes only a few

minutes until you're on the air. The front panel setup wizard

in each BLADE gets you up and running in moments. Ex-

tensive front panel metering and status indicators provide

quick confirmation that all is well. WheatNet-IP's web inter-

face and WheatNet-IP Navigator software let you further

customize your system, locally or remotely, with input and

output names, logic associations, routing and much more.

RELIABILITY

Audio everywhere all the time, and keeping you on the at

were foremost in the design of WheatNet-IP.

Wheatstone chose Gigabit Ethernet (1000BASE---)

because 100BASE-T just can't simultaneously handle
the large number of audio channels prevalent today in

large broadcast plants without the very real risk of audio
not being available when you need it. Gigabit protocol
means all audio everywhere with extremely low latency.

WheatNet-IP is completely self-contained-no PC

is required to perform any of the system functions,
including routing, mixing, salvos, and logic control. The
PC is needed only for configuration changes.

Each BLADE carries a complete map of the entire
connected network in its onboard CPU flash RAM.
Talk about redundancy, a system with 36 BLADEs has
35 backups! Need to replace a BLADE? Assign its ID
number and connect it to the network-it will
other connected BLADEs and import all the
configuration settings!

BLADES

ip88m ANALOG MIC I/O BLADE: 8 fully bala'
preamps with phantom power, 8 a -a -

log or rtoutc 12 rriversa! Ionic (GPO) ports programmable

as  oughout the system.

LINEnutLoLEVEL I/O BLADEs: 16 input channels,

stereo, 16 mono, or
combination), also i 2 universal logic (GP10) ports.

ip88a ANALOG I/O BLADE: .-)g in/out.

ip88d AES DIGITAL I/O BLADE: 8 AES (16

ip88ad ANALOG & DIGITAL I/O BLADE: 8 ana oa

ip88e WheatNet-IP MIX ENGINE BLADE:

. .

four stereo PGM, four stereo AUX SEND per -c'
MIX -MINUS, monitor 0[.'!

the network. Once on tr

sources and outputs anywhere. Tr Hs creates an extremely

flexible system, where program outputs from one surface

can be a source on any other surface; for example a
news mixer's program bus as a source on the air studio
surface. While the ip88e doesn't house audio I/O, it does

include 12 universal logic (GPIO) ports.

WheatNet-PC BLADE: Installs on Windows PCs
to replace the sound card; interfaces eight stereo
audio signals in/out, plus automation control data
(start, stop, etc.).

Audio Networking-Simply Evolved
111011/# % 1/111-411.2-.10. Gat tjr-togri

phone 1.252.638-70001 www.wheatstone.com I saies0W-leatstone.axn
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EVENT 5800 IDU

EVENT 5800 ODU

www. moseleysb. corn

Dave Chancey: (805) 968 9621
Bill Gould: (978) 373 6303

The Moseley Event 5800 - is a carrier
class T1/E1/IP Ethernet radio link.
Combined with the Starlink SL9003T1,
the Event 5800 creates a high capacity
bidirectional STL/TSL.

HIGH PAYLOAD CAPACITY

HD RADIOTM READY TODAY

LEVERAGE IP DEVICES AND APPS

EASY DEPLOYMENT

EXCELLENT ROI
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Tieline IP Audio Codec Solutions

Low Cost, IP STL and Audio Distribution
Tieline Commander Studio rack mount IP codecs are the ideal solution for
STL and distribution links.

 A range of high quality compression algorithms delivering STL quality audio
at amazingly low bit rates saving you thousands of dollars per year

 Uncompressed 22kHz audio with ultra low latency.

 Automatic QoS Performance Engine manages IP network jitter and
maximizes low delay. Most STL competitors do not offer this.

 Automatic fail detection and switching to optional backup POTS, ISDN or
wireless networks (using optional cards).

 Professional high quality audio connectors with relay and RS232 control.

 Control of remotely located units via the Internet.
 Multi unicast to more than 1 destination.

Broadcast Quality IP STL from just

Low cost remote broadcast, mobile reporting and temporary links.

e co
C0000

Broadcast quality IP remotes from just

Thousands of radio and TV stations use Tieline remote codecs everyday to
deliver studio quali:y remotes from anywhere. See Tieline.com for pictures and
stories.

 Simple to use and 'eature one -touch d aling to the studio.

 Great for desktop multi talent or mobile single reporter remotes
 Plug into a LAN and broadcast over the Internet live or add an optional wireless

3G module and battery kit to go completely wireless (20 kHz mono or stereo).

 You can even add optional 15kHz POTS or 20kHz stereo ISDN modules.

 Remote control of talent's input audio level from the studio so you don't have to
rely on announcers setting levels, or send a technician out into the field.

 Mono, Dual Mono, Stereo, Joint Stereo and Dual Program standard profiles

 Compatible with Comrex over POTS and all other brands over IP and ISDN.

Sports and talkshow mixer/codec
Tieline i-Mix combines multiple products into a single simple box saving you thousands
of dollars.

 6 -input digital mixing with incredibly flexible cross point audio routing.

 IP and POTS codecs already on -board.

 Bi-directional audio & simultaneous communications circuits

 4 headphone outputs and send/return mix monitoring

 An on -board PA control with telephone hybrid to take live callers in the field

 A wireless -compatible IP, 3G/3.5G, POTS, ISDN, GSM & BGAN Satellite card (optional)

 On -board relay and RS -232 with full studio remote contra.

 Compatible with Comrex over POTS and all other brands over IP and ISDN.

Get a live video demo right now at
www.tiellne.com www.tieline.com/videos

A complete sports and talkshow
commentary solution from

800-950-0750
INDIANAPOLIS
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

Kneller Joins Nautel
Hal Kneller is the new market development manager. He will manage the introduction of new products as a

member of Nautel's sales and support organization.

NABEF to Host Career Day at 2009 NAB Radio Show
Working with the BEA and RTNDA, the event will be held on Sept. 23 at the PA Convention Center.

Dial Global/Triton Radio Networks Names Trautmann EVP Technology
Conrad Trautmann was most recently senior vice president of engineering and IT at Westwood One.

House Committee Requests GAO Study of the Arbitron PPM Kneller

House Judiciary Committee Chairman John Conyers leads 10 members of Congress in requesting the study, which he wants

complete by April 2010.

HD Radio Electronic Program Guide Project Moves to Field Trial
The Boston test is part of the NAB Fastroad project, which has support from Ibiquity and others.

127th AES to Host SBE Certification Exam Session
As part of its broadcast offerings at its convention, the SBE certification exams are currently slated for Oct. 12.

NAB Sets 2009 NAB Radio Show Engineering Program
Digital radio technology, emergency operations, IP audio and computerized antenna modeling are among the topics.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Heil Sound.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2009.

*At
This month,

enter to win a
Heil Sound PR -20.

Enter by September 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, job title, company name,

mailing address and phone number.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to
RadioMagOnline.com.

Site Features
RSS, Facebook and Twitter

All the content at RadioMagOnline.com is available as an
RSS feed, and through
Facebook and Twitter.
 Rad ioMagOnli ne .com/rssfeeds
 facebook.com/RadioMagazine
 twitter.com/Radiomagazine

Radio News Updated as it Happens
What's happening in radio? Turn to us to find out. Daily
news and industry information is posted in the Radio Currents
throughout the day.

Digital Radio Update Twice a Month
Stay up to date with the source of digital audio broadcasting
news and information. The coverage extends to DRM, satellite
radio and more. Subscribe today.

Podcasts Bring You More
The Radio Currents Podcast is updated every week, and
special podcasts bring you more directly.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences.
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If your equipment
budget looks like this...

give us a call.

A reduced equipment budget doesn't
jErS TR Bs, M MINI

mean you have to cancel your studio

project, or even give up the features you want. Logitek's cost-effective

IP audio solutions give you the flexibility you need for audio

routing, distribution and mixing - for about a third of the price you've

come to expect. Our advanced hardware designs and networking

protocols not only make your project less expensive, they make it

easier to implement.

Call us at 300.231.5870
or check out JetStream IP Audio routing
solutions at toguiekaudiO.COm

Logitek
Console Router Systems

02009 Logitek Electronic Systems. Inc



VIEWPOINT CSCHERER@RADIOMAGONLINECOM

A renewed FCC
There's a new man at the helm of the FCC. Julius Genachowski as -

sumed his new responsibilities at the end of June. His background
has been covered extensively already, but it is worth noting that he

has some experience with the FCC: He served as chief counsel to former
FCC chairman Reed Hundt. He has also been involved with media and tele-
communications in various roles, so at least he joins the agency with some
familiarity as to its function.

There have been five FCC chairmen since 1993. With a new guy coming
in, I looked back at his predecessors to see what their legacies have been.

Kevin Martin 12005 - 20091: He'll likely be
remembered for ignoring procedures and micro-

managing the agency.
Michael Powell 12001 - 20051: He was a

champion of broadband over power lines. He
also created the FCC University.

William Kennard 11997 -20011: He fought for
o competitive marketplace to all consumers. He
was the champion of LPFM.

Reed Hundt 11993 - 19971: Under his reign,
the FCC conducted the first spectrum auction
in U.S. history, raising almost $20 billion in its

first two years.
So what's in store for our new chairman?
As I noted earlier, he worked for Reed Hundt,

who appears to be the most popular former FCC
chairman to date. I still see Hunch's name from
time to time, and he's still active in business and
telecommunications. Perhaps Genchowski will
benefit from the company he kept.

One big stroke in Genachowski's favor is that he
replaces Kevin Martin. Martin took the chairman's
job with mixed reviews, and had the potential to
be a strong chairman, but Martin fell flat. Some
would say that anyone would be better than Martin.
That's not strong praise for the new guy per se,
but it makes it easier when the initial expectations
are already very low.

What does Genachowski have to look forward to?
The FCC has plenty of pending issues before it.

 FM translators for AM stations
Granted, this has been in the works for some

time, but it was adopted within moments of Gena-
What's your opinion? Send it to

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

chowski taking the big chair. He'll probably get
the credit in the history books.

 Fairness Doctrine
Most of the commissioners are opposed to

reinstating it, which is good for broadcasters.
Will the issue stick around long enough for their
opinion to change?

 White spaces
This will be on the FCC's plate for some time

because so many people see the supposed white
spaces as a wide-open frontier for new uses.
Broadcasters know better.

 Indecency
This is the topic that never goes away. Because

of the topic's sensitive nature, Genachowski could
be a hero for resolving it or take some heat for
making it worse. It will all depend on how the
final solution is played and presented.

 Satellite radio merger
There are some requirements that were put in

place to allow the merger. The FCC will have to
act on these requirements or feel the wrath of the
terrestrial broadcasters and the NAB.

 Migratory birds and towers
This is yet another topic that has a potentially

endless life because of the passionate groups on
either side. Again, Genachowski can be hero for
finding a solution, or a villain for making it worse.
He can't please everyone, but if he can appease
most of them he'll do fine.

 PPM
I believe Genachowski will keep the FCC out of

radio ratings. That's part of the business of radio.
I don't see it as a direct part of serving the public
interest, but that's the direction some are trying to
take it. The Media Ratings Council can and should
determine the future of the PPM.

Gooc luck in your new job, Mr. Genachowski.

8 August 2009
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Alternative
power systems By Kevin McNamara

Whether you are looking for a reliable backup power system or transi-
tioning to a green -friendly facility, the choices for alternative power
systems have never been greater. While approaches using the sun,

wind, sub -surface heating and water cause no pollution and little -to -no operational

expense once installed, they have been relatively costly to deploy. All of the avail-
able alternative power systems available, including fossil fueled units, are inefficient
in terms of the actual energy expended versus the electricity produced.

According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (USEIA), the na-
tional average cost for utility delivered power in April 2009 is 9.69 cents

per kilowatt/hour (kWH) which is higher than
the same average of 9.3 cents in April 2008.
While this average rate seems reasonable, the
state averages range from less than 6 cents
(Wyoming) to almost 19 cents (Hawaii.) In

general, the states in New England, the Middle
Atlantic and Pacific Coast regions pay the high-
est for electricity.

Potentially
good wind
power sites
across the U.S.

Cost considerations
It is necessary to understand the associated costs

for materials, installation and maintenance for a
system that will meet or exceed the requirements of
the application. This provides the basis for calculat-
ing the return on investment (ROI).

Wind Power Classification

Wind Resource
Power Potential
Class

3 Fair
4 Good
5 Excellent
6 Outstanding
7 Superb

Wind Power
Density at 50 m
Wirn2

Wind Speed 8

at 50 m
m/s

Wind SPeed a
at 50 m
mph

300 - 400 6 4 - 70 14.3 - 15.7
400 - 500 7 0 - 75 15.7 - 16.8
500 - 600 7 5 - 8 0 16.8 - 17.9
600 - 800 8 0 - 88 17.9 - 19.7
800 - 1600 8 8 - 11 1 19.7 - 24.8

a Wind speeds are based on a Weibull k value of 2 0

There are several federal and state tax incentives
available to both residential and commercial users
who invest in alternative power systems. It will also
be possible to sell any excess power generated
back to the utility, thus creating additional opera-
tional revenue to offset the initial investment. This is

called the Avoided Rate and can be obtained from
your utility provider. For example, the photovoltaic
(PV) panels in a solar power system might generate

excess load during periods of peak sun exposure
that could be sold back to the utility.

To properly calculate the ROI, obtain a copy of the
utility bill for the subject facility and determine the cost

per kWH charged. In some cases, the bill may show
different costs, based on usage rate levels, discounts,
etc. If this is the case, average all the kWH rates;
this will be the basis used to compare costs.

Next determine the percentage of load the al-
ternative power system is expected to offset from
the utility delivered power. In most commercial ap-
plications it may not be practical or cost effective
to consider these systems to operate 100 percent
of a facility; however, it might be sensible for lower
power transmitter sites. Calculate the kWH the

system will provide annually. These systems
will perform differently depending on the
method chosen and the specific location
in the country they are used. This selection

of an alternative power system must take
into account the environmental factors

that would influence proper operation and
maximum efficiency.

Finally, the overall cost of the investment will
be different depending on the specific power
systems, i.e. expected life span of equipment/

batteries, fuel costs (if any), system efficiency,
cost per kWH, power output, planned outages.
Other considerations include the typical financial
calculations associated with capital projects such
as depreciation, discount rate, investment tax
credits and other government incentives. Once
these are factored together you will have the real
cost of deploying the system.

After you have established your annualized aver-
age utility rate (AVR), power output of the alternative
system (PO), percentage of contribution that the
alternative power system will provide (PC), any
excess capacity that can be sold at the Avoided
Rate (AR) and the overall cost of the investment in

10 August 2009
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the new power system (OC), the actual cost savings
can be computed using: PO x PC x AVR x PO x
PC x AR = Actual System Savings. ROI would then
equal Actual System Savings / OC.

Alternative power systems
Solar power generation is created through the use

of photovoltaic semiconductors that absorb sunlight,

subsequently releasing free electrons converted into
a usable dc current. Many semiconductors, or solar
cells, are installed into a single panel, or module,
that supports, protects and electrically combines the
cells so they can be installed conveniently. There are

several types of manufacturing processes: single -
crystal and multi -crystalline are the more traditional
methods used over the years, but new processes
such as string ribbon silicon and thin-film are easier

and cheaper to manufacture and can be made into
flexible panels for integration into other materials
such as roof tiles for a clean architectural look. The
cost of solar panels is dropping significantly and is
expected to continue.

Wind power is generated when wind rotates a
blade that converts kinetic energy from the wind into
mechanical energy. The mechanical energy can be
used to power a wide variety of machinery such as

a generator, which hen provides electrical current.
Wind generators should be installed in areas that do
not obstruct wind flow, which generally means open
land or atop a building as high as possible.

Fuel cells are becoming a popular choice as a
backup or in some cases primary power source
for communications sites. Fuel cells provide power
through an electrochemical reaction using oxygen
and a fuel that ultimately
yields electricity, water and
heat as a byproduct of the
electrochemical process. Fuel

cells work with a wide variety
of fuels but most use hydrogen.

Multiple fuel cells or stacks
can be combined to achieve
high power levels, typically
up to 30kW. These systems
are eligible for significant tax
credits and incentives, have
very low operating costs,
require minimal space and
operate at about 60 percent
efficiency.

McNamara is president of Ap-
plied Wireless, Cape Coral, FL.

Resources
 Average retail electricity prices
wv,.w.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/
epm/table5 6 a html

 Catabase of State Incentives
for Renewables and Efficiency
wy.w.dsireusa.org

 Solar Power Calculator
www.solarpowerrocks.com

 Wind Resource Maps
VVVl w. nd power' ngamerica q ov/
wir d maps.asp

 Cepartment of Energy Fuel Cells
tossil.energy.goy/programs/
powersystems/fuelcells

Radio is our main line, not just a side -line.

State-of-the-art design

Proven reliability

Cool and blue - no boring black or
gray here!

P. 0. Box 389, 188 Harrison Rd., Bridgton, Maine USA 04009
(207) 647-3327 (888) SHIVELY FAX (207) 647-8273

sales@shively.com www.shively.ccm

- An Employee -Owned Company -
ISO -9001:2000 Cert fled
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AM stations
authorized to use FM translators By Harry Martin

The Commission has changed its rules to permit AM stations to rebroadcast

their signals on FM translators under certain conditions. The long-awaited
rule change opens the door for the expansion of nighttime AM service

by daytimers or stations with limited nighttime power. Up to now, the FCC has
permitted such operations only under special temporary authorizations.

Under the new rules AM stations may rebroadcast only on "currently autho-
rized" commercial -band FM translators. But no portion of the 60dBu contour
of the translator may extend beyond the smaller of the AM's 2mV/m daytime
contour or a 25 -mile radius from the AM station's transmitter site.

To be a currently authorized translator, the facility
must have an FCC license or construction permit issued

on or before May 1, 2009. Translators whose initial
permits were granted after May 1 will not be eligible.
The reason for this restriction is to preserve spectrum

Dateline
For noncommercial stations in the following locations

only, the biennial ownership report deadline is Oct. 1:
Alaska. Florida, Hawaii, Oregon, Puerto Rico. Virgin
Islands, Washington and the Pacific Islands.

Oct. 1 is the deadline for radio stations in Alaska,
Hawaii, Oregon, Washington and the Pacific Islands with
more than 10 full-time employees to electronically file
their Broadcast EEO Mid -Term Reports (Form 397) with
the FCC.

Oct. 1 is the deadline for radio stations licensed in the
following states to place their annual EEO Reports in
their public files: Alaska, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Missouri,
Oregon, Puerto Rico. Virgin Islands. Washington and the
Pacific Islands.

Nov. 1 is the deadline for submission of biennial
ownership reports for commercial radio stations in all
states and territories.

for LPFM, which is the subject of a looming proceed-
ing that could make FM translators, at least those
authorized after the May 1 cut-off date, secondary
to LPFMs. The theory is that once AM stations begin
using FM translators the FCC will be hard pressed
to recover the spectrum for LPFM use.

Daytime -only AM stations will be allowed
to originate programming on FM translators

even during time periods when such AM sta-
tions would not otherwise be operating. Even
though such service is not "rebroadcasting,"
the Commission viewed it as in keeping with
the agency's desire to bolster the competitive
position of AM licensees.

Court affirms 2007 LPFM
technical rules

The U S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit
has rejected the NAB's challenge to certain LPFM
technical rules adopted by the Commission in
2007. In 2007 the FCC:

 Modified its "cease -operation" rule (Section
73.809) to provide that an LPFM station causing
interference to a later-authorized/modified full -

service station would apply only to co -channel
and first -adjacent channel situations, but not
second -adjacent situations.

 Established new standards for waiving separa-
tion requirements when a later-authorized/modi-
fied full service station would ordinarily displace
an LPFM but there are no alternate, rule -compliant
channels to which the LPFM might relocate.

 Created a "rebuttable non -binding presump-
tion" elevating LPFMs over later -filed full service
applications for change of city of license pro-
vided the LPFM demonstrates it has "regularly
provided at least eight hours per day of locally -
originated programming.

Reducing second -adjacent protections appears
to be inconsistent with Congress's mandate
that third -adjacent protections be maintained.
However, third -adjacent channel protections are
on the congressional chopping block and could
disappear soon. The FCC would like to delay
its anticipated LPFM window until that issue is
resolved. If both second -and third -adjacent channel

protections are removed or reduced, far more new
station opportunities would be available through
an LPFM window. 1

Martin is a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC,
Arlington, Virginia. E-mail: martinafhhlaw.com
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AM Antenna Solutions

LBA Technology - your trusted supplier of digital
engineered AM antenna systems. LBA custom-

ized products include:

Directional Antenna Systems Diplexer/Triplexer
Systems

High -Power Antenna
Tuning Units

Factory Dealer For:

JENNINGS 4='
TONIC
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RF Components

Directional Antenna Systems

ATU's

Multiplexers

Combiners

Cellular/PCS Colocation

Isolators
RF Components

We offer complete RF project
design, management, procure-
ment and installation services.

LBA enables thousands of
broadcasters in the

worldwide to:

Reach Farther,
Sound Better!

LBA TECHNOLOGY, INC.
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 Fax: 252-752-9155
LBATech@LBAGroup.com

www.LBAGroup.com SINCE 1963
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An update
on streaming

rad i cp
By Chris Tarr, CBRE CBNT DRB

t was oice said that streaming is the future of
I radio. Well, the future is here.

To the uninitiated, it seems like quite a challenge
to get an Internet stream of your station up and
running. With questions about royalties, content
owners and streaming sponsors out there, you
need to co more than just plug your studio into
a media encoder.

First, let's look at the stream's building blocks:
You obviously have the on -air feed. This is your

bread and butter, and your reason for being.
You need to feed that at the very minimum.

Next, is the commercial overlay technology.
Commercial overlay was created by necessity.
Years ago, the voiceover artists and creative
houses that produced commercials licensed their
work for radio airplay only. They decided early
on that if their work was to be streamed over
the Internet, they should be compensated for
that as well. So in response, several companies
came up with the idea to tie an audio encoder
to commercial playback systems, enabling the
encoder to interrupt the live studio feed with
alternate programming. As this system matured,
operators realized that this opened up an entirely
new revenue stream for the station. What started
out as a problem ended up being an opportunity
as stations started to sell spots on the Internet
stream as well as on the air.

1101111111..111111......111.-
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PEA -n OF MIND
more support. more reliability. more warranty.

It's Nautel's 40th

anniversary and we're

celebrating oy offering

you more protection on

the world's most reliable

transmitters. Buy a new

NV or NX transmitter in

2009 and receive a five-year warranty.

Expect more. More warranty, more support through

our new Quincy office and Memphis quick -ship

parts depot. Plus more peace of mind.

NV 40

See what more looks like at

nautel.com/expectmore/

Making Digital Radio Work.
nautei

902.823.5131



Then there is the back end,
or distribution point. Most
broadcast facilities lack the

bandwidth to feed audio to thousands of listeners, so
it's common to send a single feed to a distribution point
that can feed many simultaneous listeners.

Finally, there is the collection of data for song royalty
payments. Entities that stream music are required to pay
royalties on the basis of number of listeners per song, so
you need to know every song that played, and how many
people were listening at the time. It's not hard to imagine
how difficult it could be to collect all of that data.

These blocks are pretty much the minimum today if
you're looking to stream your station.

So, how do you do it?

Help is available
Fortunately, there are several third parties out there

tohandle the job. Big players today sell turn -key solutions
allowing you to stream, overlay and pay royalties pretty
painlessly. On top of that, they also give you the ability
to schedule and invoice the overlay spots, and offer op-
tions like streaming to (phones. It makes little sense these
days to roll your own system, because these streaming
providers have the ability to scale and react to industry
changes quickly and inexpensively.

The first step is to do some research on these provid-
ers. Listen to the streams of other radio stations. Is the

sound quality good? Do the overlays sound natural? Do
the players require any special software to work? These
are important questions, because listeners have millions
of choices for radio on the Web. Nothing will kill your
streamirg audience faster than bad audio, or a player that
crashes their computer or requires special software.

Once you have a few providers in mind, call and ask
about their technology. It is important to make sure their
encoding software is able to communicate with your
digital playback system. The way the overlay systems
work is to listen for cues from an automation system's cart
metadata stream via serial port or network connection. This
metadata includes title, artist and category information.
The overlay system filters this data, and when it sees a
commercial is playing it shuts off the live feed and drops
in the stored content that is scheduled to play.

Not only is the metadata used for overlays, the song
title and artist data are used for now -playing informa-
tion and also to generate the necessary paperwork for
royally payments.

After you've determined the provider's software will
work with your digital playback system, you need to look
at how you're going to get your audio to the provider's
distribution point. Fortunately, you only have one or two
streams to deal with, but they're important ones. Your
Internet connection is an important investment, because it
is the single point of failure in the system. Not only do you
need enough bandwidth to feed a decent quality signal
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(anywhere from 32kb/s to 128kb/s) but it must be fairly
free of other traffic so it's protected from slowdowns caused

by congestion. You either need a dedicated connection,
such as a business -class DSL or cable circuit, or a high
bandwidth connection if it's shared with other users.

Another consideration is the type of encoding you'll

Qatar
feed

Commer

vi

(I

The basics of streaming

use. As we all know, the more bandwidtt
your stream uses, the better the quality. In
a perfect world, everyone would have a
bunch of bandwidth, and we could send
out one excellent quality high bit -rate strean-

Unfortunately, that's not the case.

,tribtiti

4111/Y
tracking

Variety in bit -rates
The latest trend in streaming audio is to encode your

audio at various bit -rates and allow the listener to choose
either a low or high quality stream. This works well for
users with smartphones who may stream your station on

EW!

h HE KI.Ow

www.SCMSinc.com

both a cellular network and Wi-fi. It does require a little
extra bandwidth on the studio side, since you have to
encode and send two streams out (low and high quality)
but it does result in a better listener experience.

In addition to quality choices, think about how your
listeners are going to connect to your stream. For the

longest time, stations used
streaming audio to draw
traffic to their websites by
requiting a login or by
forcing an embedded
player. Think twice before
using that tactic. Many
stations now realize
that with all the choices

out there, it is much better to offer the audio
in whatever way the listener wants it, without
making them jump through hoops. Simply put,
there are millions of choices for radio program-
ming on the Internet, so it makes good business
sense to make your station an easy choice by
offering it in as many formats, and on as many

devices as possible. The reality is that the tools already
exist to liberate your stream f-om your site if someone
really wants it, so why not stay ahead of the game and
give them what they want?

Streaming audio is a very important decision for your
station, one that will have a big effect on your operation.

istener

www.orban.com

orboycell

 Compact size for broader CPU selection

 A professional ioundcard lnith a full featured OPTIMOD audio
processor...the ultimate DAB streE ming and mastering sound card

 Word Clock Support - Separate BNC clock sync input

 Full Windows mixer and meteriig support makes the 1101 the
ideal sound card for Windows bat ed playout systems designated
for digital applications

tokt ouutt 1.877.391 2650 boL rtidyben
Contact SCMS Central 1.731.695.1714 Bernie O'Brien

at any of its offices West Coast
Mid West

1.866.673.9267
1.513.899.3036

Doug Tharp
Mary Schnelle

to discuss your needs South Atlantic 1.770.632.1295 Art White

1.800.438.6040
North East
South West

1.315.623.7655
1.210.775.2725

Jim Peck
John Lackness

Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy North Central 1.513.376.8600 Pam Leffler

HQ in Pineville, NC
Pro Audio
Latin America

1.877.640.8205
1.760.650.1427

Ric Goldstein
Lily Massari

Bradle Dvision 1.800.732.7665 Art Reed/Bob Eburg
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Streaming audio is a very im-
portant decision for your station,
one that will have a big effect

on your operation. It is worthwhile to spend some time
researching the companies out there, and more importantly,

testing the technology. More and more listeners are seeking

their favorite radio stations on the Internet. Are you going to
make it easy for them to listen? If you don't, there's a good

chance your competition will.
Tarr is director of engineering, Entercom Milwaukee.

sii7Ming Resources
Abacast Hardata RealNetworks Stream the World

360 834 5229 +54-11-4300-3463 206-674-2700 866-448-4037
www abacast com www.hardato.com www. realnetworks corn www streamtheworld corn

Akainai Technologies Talk Point Site Shell Streaming 21
877-425-2624 866-323-8660 203-929-9101 408-866-8080
www.akamai.com www talkpoint com www.siteshell.corr www.streaming21.com

Grab Networks Jekast Solutions Radio SurferNetwork.com
703-667-7571
www grabnetworks com

Backbone Networks
508-753-5665
www backfxme com

Barnabas Road Media
877 656 7200
www bornabosroad com

Cynocast.com
303 464 8865
www cynocast com

917-338-1487
www. jetcast com

Kencast
203 359 6984
www kencast com

Liquid Compass
303-839-9400
www.liquidcompass.net

Live.365.com
650-345-7400
www.live365.com

201-977-1229
www.solutionsracho.com

Stream Audio
253-238-2187
www.streamaudic.com

Stream Guys
707-667-9479
www.streamguys.:om

Stream On
951-801-2309
www. streamon.frr

973-691-7420
www.surfernetwork.com

Viewcast.com
800 540-4119
www.viewcast.com

Warp Radio
303-799-9118
www.warpradio.com

Yes.com
+41 78 855 7117
www. yes. com

L

Attention Contract Engineers
Market Chiefs & Group Chiefs

Don't drag large, heavy rackmount FM modulation monitor equipment from site to site

The Microgen TS9080 is compact, light weight and using your laptop
screen it tells you more than a small rack of conventional monitors.
View signals of all the stations in a market. See Multipath, Modulation
Power Density, Composite Base Band signals with the on screen
spectrum analyser, Stereo Image and everything you ever
wanted to know about your RDS (and then some).

In Stock now

11.6"x5.8"x1.4"
2.43 Pounds

USB Powered

IEN5117711/1T//77EINA7,
www.sierramultimedia.com

(479) 876-7250
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www.rfspecialties.com

RF 6pecialtiec
Group

Transmitters
Antennas
Audio Processing
Consoles 8. Racks
STL / RPU Systems
Microphones

Audio Cable
Combiners / Phasers / ATUs
T-1 and IP Audio CODECS
Racks / Cable Ladders
Copper and Grounding Systems

EVERYTHING
From Here To Here

HD Monitoring
RF Analyzers
Re -note Control Systems
Telephone Hybrids
And MUCH more...

"IMF" is GOOD FOR YOU
Call your nearest RF Specialties Office:

RFSCA San Diego CA Steve 619-501-3936 RFSMO Raymcre MO John 877-331-4930
RFSCA Las Vegas NV Bill 888-737-7321 RFSMO Richmcnd IN Rick 888-966-1990
RFSCA San Francisco CA Paul 925-270-8939 RFSPA Ebensburg Pak Dave 866-736-3736
RFSWA Mukllteo WA Walt 425-210-9196 RFSPA Pittsburgh PA Ed 866-412-7373
RFSWA Vancouver WA Bob 800-735-7051 RFSPA Philadelphia PA Phil 888-737-4452
RFSTX Amarillo TX Don & Mo 800-537-1801 RFSGA Thomasville GA Chris 800-478-8943
RFSTX Dallas TX Wray 888-839-7373 RFSGA Crestview FL Bill 850-821-3880
RFSMO Kansas City MO Chris 800-487-7373 RFSGA Murray KY Dave 270-787-7844

ine Print. I he I -IRS f customer to call their favorite RFS office, and mention thia Al). wins a S I 0 (jilt Card .from Starbucks.
Limit of ONE card from each of the above listed office. Precious winners not eligible.

vvww.orban.corri

Orban's flagship, now with independent FM and
digital radio processing.
:: 16 -second analog diversity delay works with the latest HD Radio' Exgine implementations and can be

applied independently to each 8500 output
ITU412 MPX Power Controller can run rega-dless of whethe- diversity delay is enabled

:: Independently controllable EQ and 5 -Band Compression signal paths fcr the 8500's FM analog and digital
radio processing chains

:: Improved dual -band AGC with window gating rides gain without unnec2ssarly increasing density

R A M
.4.4111mesimm....

OPTIMOD-FM
8500 v2

Contact RAM Broadcast Systems at 800-779-7575

or visit our website at www.ramsyscom.com
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WILQ
Backyard Broadcasting

Williamsport. PA

FCC Reg. # 1053884

570-323-8200

1 August 2009

By Tom Atkins

n Oct. 9, 2008, I received a voice mail from
Engineer Brian Hill and General Manager
Dan Farr from WILQ in Williamsport, PA. I

could tell by the level of shock and frustration in their
voices asking me to phone them right away, that this
was no ordinary problem.

"Tom, I was woken up at 4:30 this morning from the
alarm company telling me there was unauthorized en-
tries in the front door and all the windows at the WILQ
transmitter site. When I arrived at the site, there was
a log skidder, a vehicle primarily used in the logging
industry, parked in the building where the front door
used to be". My response was "WHAT THE ... ?! Was
anybody hurt?" Fortunately, no one was hurt, and the
joy riders were nowhere to be found. The building
on the other hand, was a different story.
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EM 2000 is a 2000W FM transmitter mode
up ol the EM 25 DIG exciter (or EM 20/30 exciter) and the
U. 2000 FM amplifier. AM 2000 includes eight 300W hgh-
efftiency MOSFET technology amplifying modules, led f y 2
incependent switching power supplies, which are made to
wit istond the working conditions. The amplifiying modeles
work independently thanks to a power combining ono toe
thce provides high isolation between them.

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phone. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33 T 22 USA

OMB EUROPA From september in:

departamento corn ?.rcial
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA

50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

fabrica y laboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fox. 902-187878
Pol. Ind. Centrovia C/Paroguay, 6
LA MUELA
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sub -bands with a step of 100KHz, amid he MR double
conversion receiver, that is externally s-nnosised, too. The
MT is :novo processor controlled, and isclzies LCD display
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(frequency (5 -digit), forward and reflected cower, modulation
level), bola Iced Mono, Stereo (MPX). lite MR receiver hos
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What can cause this much damage? This log skidder.

In tire wee hours of the morning the logging truck was
hot-wired and then taken for a ride on top of Bald Eagle
Mountain, the location of WILQ's transmitter site. The
driver had stopped in front of WILQ's transmitter building,
swung the truck around 90 degrees, and proceeded to
drive the truck straight through the front of the building
using the front door as a target. The truck appeared to

solo ral

The Revolutionary
Call Routing System

More Connections
Less Wires

More Control
Less Hassle

More Flexibility
Less Money

To talk more, call us.
1-888-363-4844

Innovative solutions for creative people

www.phonebox.com

Now with
High Defintt

o

Codec quality

have stalled in its final resting place, inside our transmitter

building. To everyone's amazement, WILQ remained on
the air operating from this newly condemned building.

Because the structure was deemed unsafe, and there
really was no way to secure it, the decision was made
to have WILQ operate from its auxiliary transmitter site
down the road. Power and other utilities would then be
turned off at the main site.

First to the backup
The auxiliary site consists of a lkW solid-state transmit-

ter with a frequency -agile exciter feeding a single -bay
antenna all manufactured by Armstrong. This would
equate to roughly 10 percent of the station's licensed
ERP. However, the height advantage of being on top of a
mountain paid off as coverage in the metro of Williamsport
was adequate. Or let me put it another way, it sure beat
hearing static on WILQ's frequency of 105.1MHz for
an unspecified length of time. When operation ceased
from the main building, the process of shoring up the
damage and somehow securing the building, at least
from the elements, was the next concern.

A local general contractor was hired and he installed
temporary supports so the building would not come down
on its own accord. Small equipment in the building that
was not damaged was carried out and stored to be later
tested and inspected. The building was wrapped in plastic
to keep out the outdoor elements, or at least most of them,

[PCI] EXPRESS
YOURSELF.

\.
PCI
EXPRESS'

Now, and in the future. Our speedy ASI5644 linear PCI Express
sound card gives you It stereo analog and 4 AES/EBU inputs and out-
puts so you'll neve- be at a loss for words (or music). Great features,
too, like +24dBu analog levels, SoundGuard surge protection and SSX
surround sound. And the PCI Express connector guarantees your card
will work with today's computers, and tomorrow's. Analog -only
(ASI564o) and AES/EBU-only (AS15641) cards also available. To learn
more, call us at +1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

(d6vificafig0.1G1C457 www.audioscience.com

Saw 'craw,
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The lonely Harris transmitter with the
rolling rack inside the temporary shed.

and the chain link fence was temporarily put back in place
as best it could. The real fun would come when we tried
to extract the transmitters from the structure.

Temporary facilities
If you're in tune with the survey period of Arbitron rat-

ings you have probably realized that at the time of the
destruction the important fall survey was underway, and

10 percent power would create a hardship, not only to
the station, but to the loyal lis'eners of WILQ who live
outside the coverage of the auxiliary site. They now
could not receive the station. We decided to put all our
efforts into erecting a temporary transmitter shelter that
could be placed on the property away from the existing
building. The tower and antenna were not harmed so
it was conceivable we could get back up to full power
from the main site. The big problem we had was that the
current transmitters were still trapped in the old building
and it would be a while before any attempt at removing
them could be made. While the search for a temporary
building was on, contacts were made to the various
transmitter manufacturers to find out who had the shortest
lead time on delivery.

We decided thot a wooden, garden-variety storage shed
was going -o be the best solution for a temporary building.
The advantage was that it could be delivered and put
in place quickly, and with fall heading into winter, heat
was not a big concern. It was also economical. In about
five days, we had a temporary building on premise, and
we hired a local electrician to install 200A single-phase
service in the shed. On Oct. 15, we placed an order
with Harris for a Z 5CD 5kW solid-state transmitter.

The word temporary is defined in the dictionary as not
permanent. That is the way we envisioned the assembling
of the temporary -ransmitter facility for WILQ: Temporary
but reliable. Knowing this thee were some corners cut

Advanced Wattchman Monitor®/Alarm
For Analog and Digital Broadcasting

The Model 81094 is the first in a series of Internet Intranet accesible
Advanced Wattchman Wattmeter/Alarm systems that will monitor
both forward and reflected power in two transmission lines with only
one controller. Unlke previously available systems that needed one
controller for each transmission line, the Advanced Wattchman" will
monitor two lines (4 ports). The front panel display shows power on
both systems simultaneously. Operating conditions may also be
displayed on a PC trom any location on the Internet/Intranet.

It is designed to work with a series of specialized line sections from
7/8" to 6-1/8" and standard Coaxial Dynamics elements for either
analog or digital applications.

Coaxial Dynamics 6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg Hts. OH 44130

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxial.com  www.coaxial.com

unleashes

the

Gamma 3000

$9,995
 3,000 watt Transmitter

 Hot pit ggable Power Amplifiers and Power Supplies

 Power :actor corrected power supplies (C.913 or Better)

 Quick rid easy installation in a standard - 9" rack

 Single jhase 190 to 264 VAC

-...011111111P

Made in in America ° 3 year warranty
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Read what our users say...
KPSM/KBUB, Brownwood, TX
When asked how things were going with his Xtreme Automation Systems he replied, "Real well! . . . I would
definitely recommend it . . . it's trouble free . . . I never hear any complaints . . . I believe in keeping up with the
newest & best equipment . . . I've had other automation systems . . . this is our 3rd & I believe in having the
best equipment in our stations!"
Jack Ruth (owner)

KIQS, Four Corners Broadcasting, Durango, CO
"/ love the flexibility (of Xtreme). The switching capability of the bridge is great. I've used (other automation) &
Xtreme is much more user-friendly. I have recommended it for cost, capability & support. I always get an
answer from your support guys!"
Ward Holmes, Regional Manager

WHFT, Avon Park, FL
" The tech support is a huge help. Nothing but good things to say, they've always been great & resolved any
issues quickly."
Tony Scott, Program Director

WJQS, Jackson Mississippi
" Everything's GREAT with the Xtreme! I'm running 3 Xtremes. I love it because I can run it remotely from
home. I would definitely recommend it because it's easy to work with & once you get started you can't break
it!"
Monte Lyons, Operations Manager

WMER, Meridian, MS
"/ love (Xtreme)! I'm a one man show . . . & it does the work of four people! Support is wonderful & very
patient! Even when they're busy they always call back right away! I have made several referrals to my
friends."
Mike Glass, owner

Woodland Hills, CA Internet Radio
" You bet I'd recommend it for the ease of use & it's robust. I learned the software in about 15 mins."
John Tobin

KIKO-FM/KIKO-AM, Claypool, AZ
"/ rate (Xtreme) at a 10 for ease of use. It's very simple, with limited engineering experience needed. You
open the software & it's all self-explanatory."
" The manual is great! When I have a basic question I can open it & find the answer"
" It's inexpensive & does EVERYTHING! I'm still finding new features!"
Shelly Harrison, General Manager

and MANY more...

Join the hundreds...
... of others on air with Digilink-Xtreme, the best automation system in Radio. Full fea-
tured, it is easy to install, use, and maintain. Best of all, it is easy to buy. Choose from
either the no contract $100 per month 'Solutions Program' from Arrakis Systems or buy
`Xtreme-Complete' outright for only $6,500 from Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW).

www. akis-systems.com



WHY PAY A FORTUNE

FOR AUTOMATION ?
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Digilink-Xtrerm
only $1011 per month

support, training, upgrades

the best automation in Radio, period !

970-461-0730 ext 309



Collision Courstampwwww-
on purpose. Transmission lines and power for the tower lights were
routed through a window in the shed rather than a nice entry bulk
head. Grounding was accomplished with wire rather than copper
strap. Interconnect wiring was not run as neatly as I would do in
a permanent installation. We even used an old Tascam reel-to-reel
roll around back to mount the STL receiver and Burk ARC -16 remote
control. Safety, on the other hand, was kept as a high priority in
addition to making sure the 220V service had a surge suppressor
on it. On the morning of Oct. 23, the Harris Z 5CD arrived on a
dedicated driver truck and was put in place in the temporary shed.
Connections were made to it in the shed and on the afternoon of Oct.

A Perfect Fit
Designed for Quality, Function, and Beauty

We started a revolution in broadcast furniture, and now our designs are the
industry standard. They remain in the forefront of high tech engineering and
manufacturing design with thousands of satisfied customers worldwide.

Our Master craftsmen, the finest materials, and computerized machines
ensure precise cutting and a seamless fit for any studio. Our committment
to service, quality and a fair price have made us the number one broadcast
studio furniture manufacturer in the world. Join us.

-Rod Graham, President

GRAHAMSTUDIOS
Broadcast Furniture...System Integration...Automation

www.graham-studios.com  Toll Free 866.481.6696A

Near completion, the new
building sat empty for several
weeks before equipment could be
moved in.

24, WILQ was back to full power, 17 days
after the destruction of the main transmitter
building. An EPM was performed to verify
that WILQ was operating within its instrument
of authorization.

Demolition
Demolition of the existing main building

was next on the list. No, we did not forget
about the transmitters still inside the old build-
ing. After reviewing many possible ways to
remove the transmitters, it was determined
that the safest for working personnel and
the equipment was to box the transmitters
and Onan power generator in a protective
housing and demolish the building around
the equipment. Once the building was down
and the debris removed, the transmitters, still
in their crates, were removed from the site
and transported off the mountain into a stor-
age facility in the valley. While there, they
were connected to power and a dummy load
and tested in January 2009. To everyone's
surprise, both the Harris HT -5 and the Gates
2.5KW worked. We were very skeptical of
this given the debris inside the transmitters and
the fact that they were subjected to extreme
temperature differential for almost a month,
not to mention that they sat idle for almost
three months.

The new building
With WILQ operating at full power from

the temporary shed, and everything except
the Onan power generator removed from
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the remaining concrete pad, construction of
the new building was ready to take place.
We discussed, at ength, the best way to
proceed. There were precast buildings avail-
able, which I am a aig fan of, however, we
ran into a couple of obstacles for a precast.
One was the windir g road leading up to our
mountain site and two, our site sits on land
that is owned by the Forestry Department, from
whom we lease. The winding road bore tales
of other communicction companies trying to
maneuver a flat bec truck carrying a precast
building and dumping its load. Taking a
look at the paved road and a couple of the
hairpin curves on it, I thought a skilled driver
may be able to ma :e it, but we really didn't
have the time nor tie stomach to risk losing
a precast building. Doing this in November

1111111114~4011101m
Equipment
List
Armstrong X -L nk
BDI CMP-300
Bird 5kW load
Burk ARC -16
Dielectric Mod -3150000
Harris HT -5, Z-5CD
Inovonics 531
LEA SP -200
Myat 1 'A coax, couplings. field
flanges, and 90 -degree elbows
Onan 15kW genset
Onan/Cummins LT -200
Tunwall TRC-1
Xcel CPS A1/A2

in Pennsylvania only added -o the fire. Or should I say snow? Be-
sides, if we did actually get a precast building to Dur site, we would
have to renegotiate our lease with the Fo-estry Department as we
would be making a major change. We made the decision to build
a cinder block building on tFe remaining concre-e pad exactly the
same size as the old one.

The opportunity to build a fresh building has :-ome advantages.
Considering the old one was built in the late 1040s, we had the
pleasure of constructing something a little more modern. We did not
need four small rooms on the footprint of the bui ding, but rather a
small room to house the power generator and one large room for the

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

New accessouies! Yellowtec's award winning
product line for positioning micro-

phones and monitors continues its
growth. The modular system has

been expanded by some new
mounting options: VESA 75

Adapter for Genelec near
field monitors, Ceiling

Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting Bar

and Board No. I
(20"x12").

www.yellowtec.com

Or 112M

HIPI

I.

I 1

P YEILOVVTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: infoOyellowtec.com
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Everything installed and back on the air

equipment and workbench. The plans were
drawn to accommodate the new design.
Working with a local architect, we also
decided to insulate the building and pu'
a pitched roof on it with concrete pavers
lining the top for ice protection. We also
agreed to not install any windows.

A long time ago, a wise old engineer once

told me that if you keep the transmitters cool

and clean they work forever. Keeping with
that tradition, cooling and cleanliness were
of top priority. Because the site is on top of
a mountain subjected to the Northeastern

climate and being only a
5kW TPO, air conditioning
was really not needed. The
transmitters would vent into
the room and a thermostati-
cally controlled 36" exhaust
fan would remove any ad-
ditional heat. The fan would
also have gravity -controlled
louvers that would close
when not running. Clean
air intake from the outside
was accomplished through
a 36" opening on the op-
posite end of the building.
The air intake would have
two special requirements. It

needed to have a filter box
to filter incoming air from any

dust, dirt or small insects. It

also required a motorized
damper that would open
when the exhaust fan would
turn on. One very important
aspect of the motorized
louvers is the ability for them
to open upon removal of

control voltage. The theory behind this is
simple: If for some reason the motor or the
electric controlling the damper motor fails,
the louvers would open and not starve the
building for fresh air. Even if a failure hap-
pens in the winter months, the heat from the

transmitters would be sufficient to keep the
building above freezing.

The construction of the new building lasted

until the second week of December 2008.
When completed, mother nature decided
to do what she normally does in winter in
the Northeast. There the building sat with

The original transmitter building, the temporary shed and the
newly constructed building.
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its walls and roof built protecting it from
the elements. It did not have electricity or
transmitting equipment. It would stay in that

condition until February 2009 when we
would start populating the building.

Moving in
In building the actual RF facility, we

decided to lay out the footprint of the
equipment with the future in mind. We did
not want to box ourselves in with regards
to future tenants or technological advances
beckoning at our door. The facility would
consist of the Harris Z 5CD, Harris HT -5
and an equipment rack. A wire ladder -rack
system was installed above the transmitters
and rack making a 90 degree turn toward
the back wall of the building where the
transmission line bulk head was installed.
We were able to populate the RF facility
with the Harris HT -5 and equipment rack
while still operating from the temporary
shed with the Harris Z 5CD. My assistant,
Dan Gurzynski, would then proceed to
plumb in the HT -5 and dummy load to
the Dielectric antenna switch. He would
also install the ground system consisting
of 2" copper strap.

We purchased a Tunwall TRC-1 controller
for the Dielectric antenna switch. It was
at this point that Gurzynski would begin
the cleaning of the HT -5 and subsequent
testing into the Bird dummy load. Utility
power was not available in the new
building yet, but we did have the origi-
nal Onan power generator and its new
transfer switch installed along with all the
rest of the ac power infrastructure. The
generator was load tested to assure its
reliability and it too came away from the

destruction d the old building unscathed.
It was this setup that afforded Gurzynski
the ability to begin the testing.

By March 2009 the pre -wiring effort to
complete as much as we could proved
advantageous when it came time to cut
over to the new building. In keeping with
this theme, we purchased a BDI analog
composite DA and a new Armstrong X -Link
STL receiver. This would leave only the trans-

mission lines and the Burk ARC -16 remote
control to be removed from the temporary
shed and put into the new building. A relay
panel for the ARC -16 was pre -wired in the
new building to ease the move. We would
then be operating on the HT -5 while movers
transported the Z-5CD transmitter from the
temporary shed to the new building at the
end of May 2009. Considering that the
spring 2009 rating survey would be well
underway before we cut over, we wanted
to reduce the amount of time we had to
be on the auxiliary site down the road
operating at 10 percent power.

In the second week of June 2009, the
Harris Z 5CD was finished being wired into
the facility, tested and subsequently put on
the air. Countless hours were poured into
the reconstn,ction of the WILQ transmitting
installation. Our plan was to rebuild it to
be professional and reliable. ft is now
finished and thankfully this chapter in the
history of Backyard Broadcasting's WILQ
is now closed.

Atkins is VP, °Vector of engineennr;
Broadcasting. Buffalo, NY

More photos online at
www.RadioMagOnline.com

BURP '
NEWSROOM
SYSTEM
SOFTWARE.

news data ingest and
management, including rss
and xml feeds

newscast/rundown
management

e-mail and fax ingest and
management

audio ingest, recording, editing
and play -to -air

radio prompter

assignments management

contacts database

xml export to websites/new
media platforms

Burli's reliability, ease -of -use
and state-of-the-art features
nake it a leading choice for radio
rewsrooms around the world and
across America, including the
largest all -news newsrooms in
the country's top markets.

TO FIND OUT HOW BURLI CAN
WORK FOR YOU...

www.burli.com
hfo@burli.com +1.604.684.3140
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
Feel the power

We're a power-hungry industry. Electrical power, that is. As our technologi-
cal diversity increases, our demand for power and reliance on power

supplies follows. The consequence is the need for more power outlets for
equipment installations. In addition, to benefit manufacturing processes, more
power supplies are being brought outside the device. The mix of wall warts,
line lumps and power chords can present some challenges when installing all
the equipment in a rack.

Multiple wall warts can get in the way of each other and cover outlets.
Several manufacturers offer short extension cords
to remove the wart from the outlet strip, effectively
making the wart a line lump. This may help recover

wasted outlets, but presents a new problem: what
to do with a line lump?

I have seen line lumps attached to the side of
the rack using nylon ties. This gets them out of the
way, but makes it difficult to extract them if the
equipment needs to be serviced. An alternative
is to use a Velcro strap to secure it in place. This
makes removal and reinstallation simpler. Similar
straps can be used to mount utility boxes in racks
and furniuture.

Sometimes a manufacturer includes an inexpen-
sive or underpowered lump or wart with a piece
of equipment. When these supplies need to be
replaced, it's a good idea to use a better -quality

Ideas submitted to Tech Tips
may be suitable to earn SBE
recertification 07.-

Do you have a tech tip"
Send it to us at radio@
RadioMagOnline.com

By Chriss Scherer, editor

A velcro support is a handy way to
mount power supplies and utility
boxes.

device when possible. Also check to see how
hot the old supply is. A supply with higher current
capacity will run cooler and likely last longer.

In some cases, I have seen stations install a
master dc power supply to feed several devices.
While this addresses the installation issue, it can
create a new problem: a single point of failure
for several devices.

What are your solutions for wall warts and line
lumps? Share them with us and we'll include them
in an uocoming Tech Tips.

Shot) around and cut Costs
When a devices internal
power supply fails, it's

not uncommon to contact the
manufacturer for a replace-
ment. Obtaining an exact and
direct replacement ensures that
the replacement supply will
work properly with the device.
In many cases, it may be
possible to find an equivalent
replacement supply through
other sources.

Ben Weiss, a contract engi-
neer in Kansas City, tells me
that he recently had to replace
a power supply for a codec.
When he called the manufacturer, the replacement
power supply cost was quoted at a price that was
more than Weiss wanted to pay. He looked online
and in a few clicks found an alternative.

He found the same supply through a computer
parts retailer that cost 73 the price. The only
difference is that the computer retailer's unit had
a different dc connector. By shopping around a

turer is

The original
supply (left) and
the purchased
replacement supply
(right) with the
four -pin XLR power
connector installed on
the new supply

little, Weiss found a near exact
replacement. For a few minutes
of his time to replace a connec-
tor, he came out ahead.

This is not a slap at the codec
manufacturer. That manufac-

a low -volume reseller of the replacement
supply compared to the computer parts retailer. The
codec manufacturer also has to charge to provide
the proper connector, and add some cost for his
handling. In this case, a little time from the engineer
saved that station some money. The engineer's time
has value, too, but even with that added the station
saved half the cost for the replacement.
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Automation
Simple Powerful Redundant

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced to the broadcast industry have we at
BGS been so excited! It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take a look at
the new Op -X Radio Automation delivery system for any single or multi -station cluster.

Op -X works seamlessly with Axia IP-Audio networks or as a stand-alone system.

"The merging of traffic and music logs takes a mere :30
seconds. making it among the easiest I have ever
worked with. Once you get used to your adjustable
personal color scheme, everything is pretty easy to
follow. The best part about this system is the LACK of
"dead -air" or "hangups" during automation. PD's will
breathe a sigh of relief at this. Another thing that
stands out is the absolute ease with which you can build
your personal hot keys for each air talent. If you
organize your show properly ahead of time and know
where you are going. this system will make your show
much easier and let you concentrate on *sounding
good* on the air. "

- Jim Franklin. Program Director
WVBO, Appleton/Oshkosh - Wisconsin

"Finally, an automation system that keeps in mind that
not every jock is also a computer whiz. This system is
easy to operate from the word go
yet offers all the bells and whistles that help make
your station sound great. The clock builder option
makes interfacing with satellite shows very easy.
Plus. it has the best voice -tracking capabilities available."

- Matt Scurry, Operations Manager
VVWFNIVVHLZ, Florence - SC

O
"A fast paced station needs a system that can keep

up and is easy to use. Op -X gives us the tools we

need to deliver the sound Houstonians have come to
expect from KRBE."

- Leslie Whittle, Program Director
KRBE, Houston - TX

If you're looking for an audio delivery system -
you owe it to yourself to find out more about Op -X.

Give us a call or email info@bgs.cc!

(--> Broadcasters General Store
17:- 352-622-7700  www.bgs.cc
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Microgen
TS9080 By Tim Diehl, CBRE

Last summer I was in Phoenix, AZ, commissioning an HD Radio instal-
lation when I received a call to assist another engineer repairing a
transmitter. During the repair he showed me an early version of the

Microgen FM analyzer. I was impressed and decided to research the product
when I returned to Tulsa, OK. The result of my research: I added the TS9080
to my collection of test equipment.

Unlike most contract engineers, I carry a large assortment of RF test equip-
ment, i.e. E4402B spectrum analyzer, IFR COM 120C service monitor and
more. The 4402 will accurately measure absolute peak deviation and all the

harmonics, the COM 120 will monitor devia-
tion, transmitter frequency and more. But I was
still unable to see key information to fine-tune FM
transmitters. The Microgen TS9080 allows an
engineer to peer deep inside the integrated parts
of the FM Stereo carrier.

Put to use
The TS9080 continuously decodes RBDS with

more information that you knew was there, a
division histogram, and displays modulation

Performance at a glance
Digital phase

FM demodulator

User programmable
input gain control

BNC IF 10.7MHz
input and output

USB powered

Aluminum enclosure

Ilog remote
control software

power over a time period. It has an audio
baseband spectrum analyzer from 0-100kHz,
a peak deviation monitor, stereo monitor with
an oscilloscope view of left and right channels
and a XY scatter display showing stereo quality
similar to a vector scope.

The TS9080 displays a multipath XY plot for
signal integrity. It displays pilot in percentage or
kilohertz, RBDS in percentage or kilohertz, and
signal strength in multiple settings. Personally I

would prefer decibels. The unit also has a balanced
left and right audio output, which is perfect for the
Tektronix Vector scope, and a stereo headphone
output. It will also provide computer stereo output

via the USB control cable. All of these readings
can be taken through the receiver.

It has a total of four inputs: an FM receiver,
multiplex input, analyzer input lability to look at
composite signal before applying it to an exciter(
and 10.7MHz input. The Microgen software
works great with my laptop and desktop computer.
The unit can be used to monitor multiple sites and
provide an external alarm if there is a failure. Scans
of the market will display call letters or slogans if
they are sending RBDS. These 'scans' can also be
saved as setups for future measurements.

The software side
Each section of the computer display has a

copy button. This takes the image of that section
and places it on the Windows clipboard. From
here it can be pasted into a document to provide
a permanent record or report for a client. Since
screen resolutions of computers vary, with lower
resolutions some of the detail screens are not
displayed. These are available through on screen
buttons and will pop up over the main screen. So
while your particular computer may not display
everything at once, it is all there.

The software also lets you save short recordings
on your computer. When played back, they display
the data as if live.

In my shop, I have run the TS9080 through
multiple tests and found it to be more than
acceptable. Testing the unit with the E4402B
and COM 120C I have found the unit to be
very accurate.

While it works well right out of the box, I have
learned its deviation should be field calibrated to
be extremely accurate. This is a simple procedure.
The calibration resides in the computer not the
unit itself. It must be calibrated for each PC. I use
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FIELD REPORT
the second Bessel null of 13,587kHz method to
complete my calibration.

Once calibrated it is ready to use; keep in mind
that the most accurate readings are taken from the
transmitter sample port. Don't forget to check the
sample port's power output or this could be a short
trip. Always start with 40 to 60dB of attenuation

Microgen Electronics
P +44 20 8647 8238

W www.microgenelectronics.com

E info@microgenelectronics.com

Sierra Multimedia
P 479-876-7250

W www.sierramultimedia.com

E ray@sierramultimedia.com

between the port and the Mircogen unit; it works
best at about -20dB. When using an antenna,
extremely low multipath of less than 1

percent gives the best readings (the
lower the better(.
The unit can also be used from the

studio to monitor your station as well
as others in the market. While most FM
antennas work and provide adequa:
results, I would recommend using a
high -gain in -band beam antenna to
reduce multipath. If you are going to
monitor other stations, you would also
need a rotor to turn the antenna toward
the transmitter sites. Multipath can and
is most often the cause of inaccurai
remote readings and the Microgen will
provide that information.

In the FM world it is important for a multi-
tude of reasons to accurately set the pilot,
RBDS and audio levels. Station product
quality is a must in today's markets.

The TS9080 is manufactured in

England by Microgen Electronics. The
unit is powered by the USB port on the
computer. It measures 5.8"x1.4"x11.6"
and weighs only 2.43 pounds. It

small and light enough to carry in a
laptop bag. The software is supplied
on CD-ROM with free updates from the
Microgen website.

I give the Microgen TS9080 100 per-
cent thumbs up. It is an outstanding test
tool and a must for serious engineers.

The analyzer's data is clearly
displayed with the included Hog
software.

Diehl is the president/owner of RF Solutions, LLC, Tulsa,
OK. Microgen products are distributed in the US by
Siena Multimedia.

Note: Since the release of the TS9080, /VAcrogen has
added features and also offers the TS9085.

Editor's note: Field Repots are an exclusive Radio magazine feature
la radio broadcasters Each report a prepared by well -qualified staff at
a radio station, production tacility a consulting oompany

These reports are perforrned by the nolustry. fa tie industry. Manu-
facturer support is limited to providing loan equpment and to aiding the
author d requested.

It a the respaistr .  Radio magazine to ruhlish the results of any
device tested. positrve a negative. No twirl mould be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

From practice spaces to professiona recording studios, we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams, f berglass panels, diffusers, bass
and corner traps. vibration control, acoustical wall fabrics. ceiling tiles,
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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by Erin Shipps, associate editor

Professional powered mixers
Mackie

PPM Series: Each model in the PPM Se-
ries features custom -designed
Mackie Class -D Fast Recovery
Amplifiers, which are cooler

running and more efficient than
their predecessors. Mixing tools
include premium Mackie preamps,

two built-in DI boxes, three -band
active EQ, and in -line compressors.

The new onboard 32 -bit RMFX+ ef-
fects processor boasts a useable set of

Mackie reverbs, choruses and multi -tap
delays. The PPM608 eight -channel, 1000W

powered mixer includes eight premium Mackie
mic preamps, 48V phantom power and six TRS
inserts. The PPM1008 eight -channel powered
mixer provides 1600W of power, eight premium
Mackie mix preamps, 48V phantom power and six
TRS inserts. The PPM1012 12 -channel powered
desktop mixer features eight mic/line mono inputs
and two stereo line inputs - all the features of a
Mackie mic/line mixer, with the added benefit of
powerful buil' rnplifiers.

800-898-3211; www.mackie.com
productinfo@mackie.com

In -rack monitor
AEQ
AM -04: The AM -04 works

anywhere numerous audio signals must be monitored, even those that
are part of a video broadcast. It accepts four analog audio signals,
has two pairs of AES digital audio outputs with an additional analog
audio signal, and an SDI video embedded audio signal. The AM -04's
control system with single rotary controls and switches has no menus to
navigate. It works in three ways: individual left and right high frequency,
with common low frequencies, has a headphone output, and sports two
pairs of tri-color peak VU meters, each with 26 LEDs, and a phase control

'n each pair of VU meter bars.
800-728-0536; www.oeqbroodcast.com; salesoeqbroacicast.com

Keylock switches
NKK Switches
CKM Series: The CKM Series on -off -on
switch models with tubular keys feature a
push -and -lock mechanism that indicates
when the switch position has been changed.
They also feature a vertically rotating switch-
ing mechanism and self-cleaning sliding
contacts to ensure a long operating life,
smooth operation and guaranteed circuit
contact. Incorporating an antistatic insulating
material, the Series is able to withstand 15kV
of electrostatic discharge. Their strength rat-
ing is 1 ,500V between contacts and case
for a one minute minimum. In addition, the
terminals are epoxy sealed to prevent the
entry of flux and other contaminants. A
16mm double flatted bushing ensures the
CKM Series fits securely in panel mounts.
These switches are available in single -pole
configuration and two -position and three -
position models. The two -position models
feature a 90 degree angle of throw and the
three -position models a 45 degree angle of
throw. Keys are supplied with randomly as-
signed key numbers and one key is provided

: b switch.
480-991-0942; www.nkkswitches.com

sales@nkkswitches.com
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PCI Express digital I/0 interface adapter
Sealevel
D10-32.PCle: The DIO-32.PCIe is a PCI Express digital I/O interface
adapter. It provides 16 optically isolated inputs and 16 reed relay outputs,
which can be utilized for PC -based control and automation of equipment
including sensors, switches, A/V studio automation, security control systems,
and industrial automation systems. Sealevel PCI Express serial boards are
designed for computers with X1 PCI Express slots. Software for standard
PCI boards will also work with PCI Express boards, simplifying your transi-
tion to this next -generation PCI bus.

864-843-4343; www.sealevel.com; sales@sealevel.com
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The Dial and Beyond
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Profit from what's now - and what's next.

Radio

DJ Play fists

Newsle7ters
Photo Calleries
Stream ng Archive

Upcoming Events
2008 AlbumsTop

LISTEN LIVE

Today, the world .of radio faces challenges unique
in complexity, intense in difficulty and great in
number. Competition fo- ad dollars and a weakened
economy call for unprecedented new technology,
uperaded innova-ion and dynamic new business
strategies to drive the it dustry forward. Today the
question remaiis... V/hat can be done with
the technology of tomorrow?

Go beyond the dal witl- your peers at the NAB Radio
Show' and declare today as an industry reinvention.
Learn how to survive a -apidly arriving new media
landscape, fight or tomorrow's listeners and profit
from a future still to be Nritten.

Join the revolution.
Register at ww.N.nabradioshow.com

Add to the conversation on Twitter at #radiorevolution!

NAB_ RADIOHow September 23-25, 2009
Pennsylvania Convention Center, Philadelphia

® www.nabradioshow.com
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Hermaphroditic connectors
Gepco International

Amphenol TAC-4, TAC-
12: ._.epco has added Am-
p: .enol TAC-4 four -channel

and TAC-12 twelve -channel
hermaphroditic connectors.
The connectors are industry

standard, multi -channel
formats designed to with-
stand use and abuse in

harsh environments. As with all of the company's
fiber assemblies, Amphenol assemblies are fac-
tory terminated by Gepco and feature precision,
machine -polished contacts that offer UPC quality
to achieve -55dB return loss specifications. This
process helps to attain excellent optical clarity and
alignment, reducing back reflection and minimizing
insertion loss. For further transmission assurance, all
assemblies are 100 percent tested and verified for
consistent performance and feature premium quality

connectors and components.
800-966-0069; www.gepco.com

gepco@gepco.com

Programmable voice processor
Airtools
Voice Processor 2x: This microphone processor
offers a comprehensive set of voice enhancement tools.
The 2x's Windows software application enables total
control of all essential parameters. Once a desired
sound is dialed in, all settings are saved as named
presets for later recall from the front panel or remotely.
Any mic can be optimized for a diverse air staff. The
device has two inputs selectable as line or mic level with
phantom power and four outputs. All signal processing
is controllable via software. Audio inputs and outputs
are accessed via rear panel XLR connectors.
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425-778-7728; airtoolsaudio.com
sales@symetrixaudio.com
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LET RAM DESIGN A BROADCAST FURNITURE
PACKAGE TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Specializing in Broadcast Furniture & Integration

PRN- Concord, N.0

800.779.7575 RAM Broadcast Systems
www.ramsyscom.com

Journal Bfoadcas
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Find the mi
winner
June issue

al 2

Congratulations t

Dave
Dzurick

of Tucson, AZ. His nam
was drawn from the

correct entries for the June'
issue. He won a Heil PR -20

mic from Heil Sound.

NEIL
sounci

The mic icon
was outlined
as debris next,
to the tower.

, sound.co
No purchase necessary. For complete

rules, go to RadioMagOnline com.

NEW PRODUCTS

AM transmitter
Nautel
NX25: The NX25 offers digital
pre -correction, 2.7MHz direct
digital modulation and 88 percert
efficiency. All NX Series transmi'-
ters are unique in their ability to
add an optional HD Radio Exgine
embedded signal generator card
directly within the transmitter. Nau-
tel's module -level design of the NX
Series provides redundancy and
enables users to interchange NX25
parts if needed with an other NX se-

ries transmitter. Nautel's Advanced
User Interface is included on the
NX25. This 17" color LCD screen
with configurable d splays includes real-
time impedance measurement, instrument grade
spectrum and audio analyzers, IBOC modulation
analyzer, module -level monitoring and control/
logging of all functions. The AUI can be controlled
by touch screen or via a mouse and keyboard;
users also have 100 percent remote access to the
NX25 via a Web I,

207-947-8200; www.nautel.com
info,a'noutel.com

USB 77d1711-ePace

Now Nith everything on board: lrcredible audio perfomance.
PC and MAC support. AES3 and balanced analog.
Fully JSB powered. Precision aluminum body. Broadcast ready.
Just PUC'n'PLAY. German engineering made affordable.
Check today!

Heinrich-Hertz-Str. 1-3, D-40789 Monheim, Germany, Phone +49 21 73 96730, www.yellowtec.com YELLOWTEC
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Modulation monitor
Day Sequerra

M2HD5P: The M2H-
DSP, Day Sequerra's new-

est modulation monitor for
HD Radio employs the
company's recently devel-

oped digital signal processing (DSP) architecture,
first introduced in its M4DDM. The M2HDSP runs
Day Sequerra's new proprietary Time Lock algo-
rithm to automatically maintain perfect alignment of
the HD Radio main program signal (MPS) analog
and HD -1 digital audio. Using its selective off -air
tuner, the M2HDSP measures the MPS analog
and HD -1 digital audio diversity and generates a
continuous stream of correction vectors to keep the
analog and digital audio perfectly time and level
aligned. These correction vectors are then sent via
Ethernet to an HD Radio embedded exporter or
compatible audio processor to provide the neces-
sary adjustments to the analog audio delay.

856-719-9900; www.daysequerra.com
info@daysequerra.com

Radio automation interface
Harris
VM Quadra: The VM Quadra radio automation software
interface increases functionality, reduces complexity and creates
new workflow options to and from automation servers, digital
audio workstations and satellite systems. Each VM Quadra
interfaces with up to four automation computers and connects
via CAT -5 to Vistamax audio management system frames. The
complete solution provides greater flexibility in audio source
and destination connectivity, and minimizes the complexity
of the distributed computer network and the number of audio
channels required for each automation computer.

800-622-0022; www.broadcast.harris.com
broadcast@harris.com

Recording microphone
Yellowtec
IXM: IXM overcomes
the imbalance of mi-
crophone and recorder
performance. The mi-
crophone heads are
optimized for high
speech intelligibility
and low handling noise sensitivity ;hunks lo
Beyerdynamic. The heads are exchangeable
to suit different recording environments. Omni-
directional, cardioid and supercardioid pick
up patterns will be available. Capsules are
automatically detected for automatic gain and
DSP adoption. The IXM utilizes an intelligent
leveling algorithm that takes advantage of the
higher ADC to file resolution by four bits. Files

are stored on an exchangeable SD memory
card as WAV, BWF, MP2 or MP3

+49 2173-967 30; www.yelIowtec.com
info@yellowtec.com

41UPGRADES and UPDATES
Audiofile Engineering has released version 1.14
of Fire, its field recording app for the (phone an
(pod Touch. The app update adds varispeed
playback, multiple VU meter styles and adjustable,
input gain. www.audiofile-engineering.com)...
Middle Atlantic Products is now offering its
signature Signal Safe cords on all power produc
at no extra charge. The cable technology is
designed to reduce radiated ac magnetic fields
in AV systems that induce noise in signal wiring.
(www.middleatlantic.com) ,

Check Out Our Family Of Consoles...

MX8R List $5,200 2

4111.111111mmimr

MX18E List $8,600,

20 versions available!
DYNAMAXconsoles have been a

reliable product for small to medium
sized Radio Stations since 1991.

 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo
and two Mono)

 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channel!)

SAN DIES

MX8L List $5,2002

215-547-2570 DYNAMAX
www.sandiesusa.com MX SERIES MX12L List $6,300
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NEW PRODUCTS
27,832 products in
stock at press time!

Rackmount voltage regulator
Furman Sound
P-1800 AR: The
P-1800 AR rack -
mount voltage regu-
lator/power condi-
tioner is a successor to
Furman's popular AR -15 II. The
P-1800 AR provides stable voltage protection
and line noise filtration for any A/V installation where reliable, comprehensive
protection is needed. It provides consistent 120V output (±5 volts) from input
voltages ranging from 97Vac to 137Vac. Unlike commercial voltage regulators,
the P-1800 AR's new true RMS voltage regulation technology, features an ultra -
low -noise, microprocessor -controlled eight -tap toroidal autoformer. The P-1800 AR
offers Furman's advanced Linear Filtering Technology, SMP surge/spike protection,
and EVS (Extreme Voltage Shutdown) technologies for professional -level protec-
tion from spikes, surges and dangerous prolonged voltage conditions. The 15-A
unit features eight fully regulated, protected and fi tered rear -panel outlets and a
front -panel convenience outlet

707-763-1010; www.furmansound.com; info@furmansound.com

ANNUAL REMOTE SALE ON NOW! LOWEST PRICES OF THE YEAR!

broadcast gear from people you trust

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

BSWUSA.COM 800-426-8434

Pro sound system packages
Anchor Audio Communications/Portaco
Explorer: The next generation Explorer Pro is for sound
projection in indoor or outdoor settings and playing music.
The unit delivers 110dB of intelligible speech from one sound
system designed for users with no technical knowledge. The
new Explorer Pro is versatile with true ac/dc, a 110/220
power supply and improved battery life.

800-262-4671; www.anchoraudio.com

Live podcasting/broadcasting
Small Plate Radio
Internet Radio/Audio Studio: Clients can leverage Small Plate Radio in two
ways. i he hrsi is Live Nodcasting, which lets brands, businesses and lifestyle interests
broadcast live 30 to 60 minute shows from anywiere, engineered from the Small
Plate Radio studios in Portland, OR. Shows are pre -promoted and broadcast live with
the ability for end-users/listeners to interact with the show via instant message, e-mail
and phone. Shows are hosted by Small Plate Radio then podcast and promoted
after the live broadcast. All shows are created as private -label and clients own 100
percent of the content. The second part of Small Plate Radio is Live On -Site Broadcast-
ing. Xhang Creative has set up successful stations tnat broadcast live at conferences
and events around the country. It has grown to include pop-up radio stations for the
Radio Advertising Bureau, the Association of National Advertisers and fhe American
Association of Advertising Age,

503-734-8709; www.smallplateradio.com; Ifthere@smallplateradio.com

Headsets!
Last Chance on the
Lowest Prices EVER

on these MVPs!
Visit BSWUSA.com for more details

1E1.10dHFItt

brierdYnarnkn

HMD280 AT
65W FOR ONLY

$239!

 

HMD25XQ AT
BSW FOR ONLY

$399!

- Thillour
 & SG%

II 7 11 3 A INGOGG1111G
O S SOL

Milne ni meivAti 400.
JIAlfil Mir V!1tiIIIGI

Codecs!
Free stuff with our
top selling gear!

Great Package Deals!
Lowest Prices!

Visit BSWUSA.com for more details

Broadcast Supply Worldwide
Knowledgeable Sales Staff
BSW's sales professionals have decades of real -world

broadcast experience to offer expert help with your purchase
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EAS watch Endec
Serial Monitor
Cascade Technology
Corporation
ESM-1: The ESM-1 , Endec serial

output monitor, is a freestanding unit
designed to monitor an Endec for received

EAS alerts. The ESM- 1 provides reports for required

weekly and monthly tests, saving time by eliminating
the need for station test surveys and county check -ins.
When the unit detects Endec activity, it converts the alert
message into a digital packet and sends the information
to the server through an Ethernet connection via Internet.

Unlike the RSM and OSM models, this unit does not
monitor on -air broadcasts and therefore does not report
whether the station is on or off the air. Connectivity is
regularly confirmed by communications with the server.
Should there be a connection disruption, the unit stores
alert information and updates the server as soon as the
connection is restored. The ESM-1 reports all alerts sent
to the station's Endec allowing the EAS Watch server
to detect and track spurious EAS

360-988-0459; www.easwatch.com
info@easwatch.com

Afivalchn
RADIO AUTOMATION

Don't Sacrifice Performance to Meet Your Budget
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Full Software Package and Hardware from 53,995 per studio
Includes Ricendell Software. Workstation with ASI card and I year of Technical SupportALF1=1 AgM'It '41e7

Systems
www.paravelsystems.com  (877) 44-PARAVEL  (877) 447-2728

Announcer's turret
Dixon Systems
AT -22: The Dix-
on Systems AT -22

is an announcer's
turret that will work

with almost any
broadcast con-
sole. The turret con-
trols two microphones
(on/offl and includes two
stereo headphone amplifi-
ers with individual gain controls. A talkback
receive function is built in. Its compact size
makes it perfect in the booth or studio. All
switching and indications are simple ground
starts. The switches use surface mount LEDs
and light pipes. Audio inputs are left and
right, plus talkback. Talkback audio is fed to
left when activated. There are no mic pre -
amps in the turret.

416-261-3773; www.dixonsystems.com
helpdesk@dixonsystems.com

Integration
[in-ti-crey'-shuhn] - noun

1 an act or instance of combining into
an integral whole.

It should have been our middle name,
but it wouldn't tell the whole story.

Customized Automatior Systems

Studio Design and Project Management

Broadcast Equipment wth Exceptional Pricing

Complete Turnkey Instalation

Broadcast Equipment Repair

On -site Troubleshooting and Maintenance

For broadcast integration. sales and service
there is only one name you need to remember.

Lightner Electronics Inc.

Your t 'Imitate Solution.

Toll Free: 866-239-3888

Fax: 814.239-8402

www.LightnerElectronics.com
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Pro lightweight rack case
Ace Products/Kaces
KPRC-2, KPRC-4: KPRC-2
and KPRC-4 lightweight rack
cases feature rigid
plastic panels de-
signed to absorb
shock and pro-
tect equipment;
a water-resistant
luggage -grade ny-
lon exterior; and 20mm padded laptop pocket thot
opens to the interior of the rack case so cables can
be pre -wired for quick setup and easy transport. Rigid
flaps open in the front and back. A front flap has ad-
ditional 20mm foam padding to protect knobs and front
panels. Rack rails are recessed 1" to allow additional
room between front flap and equipment. Comfortable
bolted soft rubber handles are on top and bottom for
multiple transport options

707-765-1500; www.kaces.com; info@kaces.com

Chassis connector protecter
Neutrik
Dummy Plug: Neutrik is helping keep the
dust out of unused chass s connector inputs
through its newest product accessory,
Dummy Plug. Because dust can build up,
especially with larger audio consoles with
several inputs that are not all necessarily
being used at the same time, Dummy Plugs
are designed to protect unmated Neutrik 2- and
4 -pole speakon chassis and powercon chassis
connectors. Dummy Plugs are rubber covers that
fully protect the connector in The unmated condi-
tion. They can also provide convenience and
security in the studio or out on :he road, as unused
inputs can be coverer, avoiding any confusion
or miswiring during setup

732-901-9488; www.neutrik.com
info@neutrikusa.com

GALLERY

WEB POWER TO01./
Relay Sentinerm Web -based Three -relay Module

, .$
The Relay Sentinel is an reliable way to remotely control equipment over the IntemetW
a web b-owser. Each of the three relays can be turned on. off pulsed or tined latched

Schedu
The Schedule
to 100 unique eve
programmed wilh Hour
and events prograr

Web-based Event SChediler
enabled event scheduler that can store rd )control up 1
available NTP timeserver as a time base Events may be

Minute Seconds and DayAlonth or ilty of Wee . Coctriguration
med using a standard webbrowser.

Status Sentin Web -based Three Input Module
The Status Sentinel is full -featured: Ethernet basPd data acquisition device In ith
optically isolated status (digital) inputs. The StatusSentinei may be monit-ared over
Internet using a web browser.

Temperature SentinelTM Web- Quad Ter *Aura Module
Equipped with one SPDT relay and the abili o ccmm mate with u four digital
temperature sensors and one optically isol contact osure input. It be controlieu
and or monitored over the Internet.

k47WebSwitch Remote Power Smola
The WebSwitch'"' is an ideal solution for instant remote reboot or remote control over the
Interne!' WebSwitch n' offers two power outlets, which can be independertly controlled
using a web browser or web -enabled mobile device

-o
INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS

USA Proud

BROADCASTtools
WWW .broadcastt oo Is.com

FOR BROADCAST
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Swiss Army Knifc of
RFTofF Broadcasting!!!-

,;;;177-7E-,:yaD,

11.06.114/.. Ilropue
4"r.- ,r 

MicTEI - Mic/Line to Telephone- Interface
D Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular

phone or balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

D Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

D User-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

D External power input with battery backup.

D Individual gain controls for send, receive and phones.

GEt info on this E
other great renotf-
products at www.circuitwErkes.com

cw

ranscom
orporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

1 KW

2 KW
5 KW
14+5 KW
20 KW
20 KW
21.5 KW
27.5 KW
30 KW
30 KW
50 KW
w/ auto exciter -

5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
10 KW
10 KW

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2009 Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state
2004 Crown FM2000E, solid state
1991 Harris HT5
2005 BE Fmi1405 (1130C) HD, solid state
2005 BE FM20S, solid state
1985 Harris FM2OK
1989 Continental 816R-28
1984 Continental 816R-48
1994 Harris HT30CD
2002 Harris HT30CD
1982 Harris Combiner

transmitter switcher

USED AM
1982
1987
1987
1985
1985

Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Harris SX5A, solid state
Continental 316F
Harris MW1OB

EXWERS NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
'New* 30 W synthesized exciters WWI togry tglAt fix_tfwAlostsales
Used Harris 2nd Generation Digit Exciter Special Discount Pricing On:
Used Nautel NE -50 exciter VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW)

TV STL

Please visit our web site, www.fmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

MOORETRONIX
I AST & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available. the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins and

instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
vvvvw.MOORETRONIX.COM

Leading the
HD Radio

Revolution!

FM Antennas

Combiners
Filters

HD Radio

Shively Labs
www.shively.com
sales@shively.com

888-SHIVELY Fax (207)647-8273

Ee

C

mfg00
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GALLERY
FCC Certified

FM Stereo Transmitters

611111111
GET ON-THE-PIR, STAY ON-THEIM

V 50W RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, & 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL...
"STITTIOM-IN-P-BOX"

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box -from Ramsey!

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, LLC
590 Fishers Station Drive, Victor. NV 14564
800 4 46-2 295 585-924 4560

www.ramseybroadcasicom

Elevated Radial System
 Easily Inspected
 Less Expensive
 Performs equal to or better than a buried

system

 Requires less labor and materials to install

 Fully complies with F('(' requirements
 ('an utilize the land below the system for

farming, storage buildings, etc.

 FREE system design with purchase of an

elevated radial system from Non I,td.

it

Phone 505-327-5646

Fax 505-325-1142

nott ltd
3801 la Plata Ilwy
Farmington, ESA 87401

email: info a nott101.com

rBay Country
itROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source For
Quality Used Radio

Broadcast Equipment

View our latest list of
equipment on-line at:

www.baycountry.com
or call and we'll fax it to you.

All equipment sold with
a 15 day return gurantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21220

Ft: 877-722-1031
Fax: 443-596-0212

www.baycountry.com
email sales@baycount-y.com

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Ccm

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760 744 1943

www.rfparts.com
E mei/.

rfp@rfparts.com

RF PARTS
COMPANY

GOT bEAb AIR?
WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT?

Just hook up a Silence Sense Jr.
Silence Sense Detector

c-ox-.1" to monitor your audio.

0-..6

sensitivity and
two ranges of

t-"adjustable silence
ime-out, up to one

minute and up to four minute
maximums. LED indicators for
audio activity and timeout.

eve

Adjustable input

Switch selectable momentary or
continuous relay contact output,
rated at 2 A, jumper selectable
normally open or normally closed
contacts.
Battery back-up is provided.

Only 109.00 + Shipping

GOT INTEREST?
For details on this and other innovative products
for the broadcaster please visit us on the web at:

www.dmengineering.cce

Dfiairii

,..__ .__..
tglrl2174 Chandler St. Camanllo. CA 93010

it 805-987-7881 800-249-0487

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

i. Rice ieF1.1111 30 

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM. ITU-R P.1546-1,
FTP, FCC and others with Probe 4TM

wSearch FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommander
Frepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2r"

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D

VSoft The leader in broadcast
" `l%=:': engineering consulting

Software

www v -soft com 800 743-3684
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FOR SALE

Running to the Me?

Time to Remote the site

Steckley Devices. LLC

(609)647-9677

ibvww.remote-outlet.com

Acoustics First
888-765-2900

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTm
http://www.acousticsfirst.corti

The Radio Technology Leader
is also the Radio Technology
Podcast Leader
Access the latest podcasts at
RadioMagOnline.com/podcast

Get your own copy!
Each month, the Radio

Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update

Ra
THE NACHO TECHNOLOGY LEADEN

To start your own FREE

subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tc.nn6007

and complete the
online form TODAY!
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Owner/President
RF Solutions
Tulsa, OK

Diehl started
RF Solutions
approximately six
years ago with
28 years of field

engineering experience in radio,
computer and heavy industry. He is a
member of the Society of Broadcast
Engineers and a member of the
Oklahoma Association of Broadcasters.
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Nautel Electronics 15 902-823-2233 www.nautel.com

Non Ltd. 43 505-327-5646 www.nottltd.com

OMB America 21 305-477-0973 www.omb.com

Paravel Systems 40 877-447-2728 www.paravelsystems.com

PTEK 23 888-889-2958 www.ptekpower.com

Ramsey Electronics 43 800-446-2295 wwvv.ramseybroadcast.com

RF Parts 43 800-737-2787 www.rfparts.com

RF Specialties 19 816-628-5959 www.rfspec.com

RVR USA 28 305-471-9091 www.rvrusa.com

Sandies USA 38 215-547-2570 www.sandiesusa.com

SCMS, Inc 17 800-438-6040 www.scmsinc.com

Shively labs 1 1 , 42 888-SHIVELY www.shively.com

Sierra Multimedia 18 479-876-7250 www.sierramultimedia.com

Tieline Technology 5 888-211-6989 www.tieline.com

Transcom Corp. 42 800-441-8545 www.fmamtv.com

V -Soft Communications 43 800-743-3684 www.v-soft.com

Wheatstone 2, 48 252-638-7000 www.wheatstone.com

Yellowtec 27, 37 +49-2173-967-315 www.yellowtec.com

This index is a service to readers Every effort is made to ensure accuracy, but Radio magazine cannot assume
responsibility for errors or omissions.
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SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

www.RadioMapnline.com

Do you remember?
We stumbled upon Steve Johnson's beautiful collection of radios

and couldn't resist passing it along. Stay tuned to a future issue
for a snapshot of his tube testers. All information courtesy Steve's
website at: vvww.stevenjohnson.com.

1. This Philco 49-1401 Radio/Phonograph was produced
in 1949 and plays 10" and 12" 78RPM records. It contains
Philco's M-7 automatic record player. Just slide your favorite
record in the front. It starts automatically.

2. These Pee Wee Pocket Radios are early (1940s?) portable
crystal radios. One lead clips to any good ground and the
other clips to any metal or wire that will act as an antenna. No
batteries are required. This radio has no earphones. You hold
it up to your ear to listen to an AM station.

3. A Freed-Eisemann NR -7, a two -stage Neutrodyne Receiver,
sold by Clark Music in Syracuse in the 1920s.

4. A Crosley 50 AM Tube Radio (19241 was Steve's first

Sample and Hold
Ads people ignore

With businesses shifting to a more Web -focused approach, it is
interesting to note how advertising is being affected. According to a
Harris Interactive survey, 46 percent of adults are ignoring Internet

banner ads. However, 91 percent of radio listeners are listening
to radio ads. That's a big deal. Businesses in general are going to
have to re -think how to approach Web advertising if they want to

keep selling the space. My thoughts? Good luck.

Which one of the following types
of ads do you tend to ignore

or disregard the most?

None
of these

9%
Newspaper ipy,

ads
a -

Television
ads

9%

Internet
banner ads

46%

13% 17%
Internet
search

engine ads

Source.' Chart from Hams Interactive's "Television Ads
Considered Most Helpful to Americans" report
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antique radio. "A friend of my father gave it to
me when I was around 16," he wrote. "Using a
Crosley 'Book Condenser' for tuning, it has one
tube and runs on batteries. It was most often used
with headphones. To the left of it you can see the
base of a Radiola (RCA) speaker (1924)."



NEW audio networking from A AKIS

ARRAKIS A RC -NET

AUDIO NETWORKING MADE SIMPLE

NEW... Arrakis announces the introduction of AARC-NET.

(Arrakis.Advanced.Radio.Console.Network). It is a seamless

integration of Arrakis consoles 6 automation, 'Cobranet'

audio networking products. and Arrakis software. Cobranet

is THE world standard in audio networking with over

1,000,000 nodes installed. All Cobranet products from differ-

ent manufacturers work together to form a powerful audio

network. The cue of the AARC-NET network are AudioScience

Cobranet products. Plug-in compatible with the Arrakis ARC

6 MARC consoles, installation 6 setup takes minutes. No

mare punchblocks or multipair cables Changing a wiring

connection is a simple software choice. AARC-NET is fast,

easy. and inexpensive.

MARC-15
console

One of the important features of AARCNET is that it inte-

grates standard analog and digital consoles onto the network

instead of using expensive network based digital mix engines.

You can therefore iitegrate consoles that you already own

into the system. This makes repair and maintenance easy,

and your console isn't dead when the network crashes. Most

importantly, AARC-NET is world standard Cobranet audio net-

workirg, not a custom one -of -a -kind network.

Inexpensive... a standard AARC-NET system is I/3rd to

1/2 the price of competing systems, thus bringing networked

audio within the reach of the entire radio market. A current

MARC-I5-12 console with 8x8 network is under $7,500 !!!

www.arrakis-systems.com 970.461.0730
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VORSIS AM -1111111

11[INIE MAMIE S AM MESSING 110E OF HE DECADE

It's drive time! Introducing the 2010 Vorsis AM-10HD.

Sleek, powerful, and sporting a kicking sound that
will have your listeners glued to their radios, the Vorsis
AM-10HD is the first modern processor designed for
the AM band.

Let's face it - your audience has changed. Their idea
of good audio is what they hear on their iPods, MP3
player and, of course, FM. Problem is, AM still sounds
the same. But it doesn't have to.

That boxy, distorted sound coming from your com-
petitors is simply the sound of old -school radio and
old-world processing. It just doesn't cut it anymore if
you want to be first to the finish line.

Vorsis took a fresh look at processing AM and the
result is an out -of -the -box experience. Voices that
sound like voices. Music that sounds natural - yes,
even on AM! Processing that produces a higher

average modulation while staying uncannily clean.
And unlike FM, higher AM average modulation directly
increases your coverage area.

The AM-10HD is ready to go, full of great sounding
presets carefully tailored for different formats and
processing goals. Installation and situp takes only
minutes.

But that's only the beginning. The AM-10HD has the
equivalent of a Formula ONE engine, so regardless of
your format, it can be tuned to deliver your signature
sound - the one your listeners recogrize without even
having to look at the dial - each and eiery second you
are on the air.

It's a new model year, and the AM-10HD is just the ride
you've been waiting for. Hop in and meet the new boss
- revving up to drive your station to a win.

Radio has evolved. Your sounc should too.TM

\\717/7_575 - phone 1.252.638-7000 I www.vorsis.com I saesOwheatstone com


